DESCRIPTION

Q3 DUMMY TESTED/CERTIFIED NON-INSTRUMENTED, PREPARED FOR IR-TRACC
Q3S CHILD SIDE IMPACT DUMMY WITH IRTRACC, TESTED & CERTIFIED
Q6 DUMMY COMPLETE TESTED & CERTIFIED
Q6 DUMMY COMPLETE, NON-INSTRUMENTED, TEST/CERT
Q6S CHILD SIDE IMPACT DUMMY TESTED/CERTIFIED
Q1 DUMMY TESTED/CERTIFIED PREPARED FOR INSTRUMENTATION
RID3D DUMMY NON-INSTRUMENTED
Q0 DUMMY TESTED/ CERTIFIED PREPARED FOR INSTRUMENTATION
Q1.5 DUMMY TESTED/CERTIFIED, NON-INSTRUMENTED
H3-50TH COMPLETE DUMMY MOD. FOR ADVANCE THORAX TAD-50M, REV NC
Airman Dummy (Rev. NC)
CHILD H3-6 YEAR OLD DUMMY, NON/INST TESTED/CERTIFIED REV K
H3-SIX YEAR OLD NON-INSTR TESTED/CERTIFIED
CHILD HYBRID III SIX YEAR OLD NON/INST TESTED/CERTIFIED REV J
PARACHUTE DUMMY ASSY - FT BRAGG - COLOR: WHITE
AEROSPACE 95% TESTED & CERT. NON/INST. FTSS (REV G)
Ballast Dummy 50th Percentile Not/Tested Non/Inst. (Rev. NC)
Aerospace 5% Female Non. Inst. Tested Certified FTSS (Rev.F)
CG 5th Male Percentile Japan (Rev. NC)
H3-6 YEAR OLD WEIGHTED, CHILD CRASH TEST DUMMY
CG 95TH Male Percentile Japan (Rev. NC)
EUROSID 2 COMPLETE DUMMY W/RIB EXTENSIONS TEST/CERT
EUROSID 2 "IDUMMY" - TESTED & CERTIFIED
SID-IIS SIDE IMPACT DUMMY (SMALL) NON/INST TESTED/CERTIFIED
SID-IIS SIDE IMPACT DUMMY (SMALL) NON/INST. TEST/CERT SBL C
SID-IIS SIDE IMPACT DUMMY (SMALL) NON/INST. TESTED/CERT TO OSRP D
SID-IIS SIDE IMPACT DUMMY (SMALL) NON/INST. TESTED/CERT. REV-C
SID-IIS SIDE IMPACT DUMMY (SMALL) W/FRG, NON/INST. TESTED/CERT.
SIDIIS SIDE IMPACT - IDUMMY, TESTED & CERTIFIED
SID-IIS SIDE IMPACT - IDUMMY, TESTED/CERTIFIED, NHTSA SBL D
SID-IIS HIGH MECHA IDUMMY - TEST/CERT
SID-IIS HIGH MECHA DUMMY - TEST/CERT
JPATS 99- PERCENTILE TESTED/CERT. NON/INST. REV D
JPATS 99 PERCENTILE W/JSF-LM110 HEAD, TESTED/CERT NON/INST. REV A
JPATS 99TH PERCENTILE LESS PARTS FOR BROOKS AFB

JPATS-99-LM110 LARD 2008MOD, TESTED/CERT NON/INST.

JPATS-1 Percentile Tested/Cert. Rev. B

JPATS 1 PERCENTILE TEST/CERT W/O CHEST DEFLECTION

H3-3 YEAR OLD DUMMY TESTED/CERTIFIED, REV B

LARGE ADPAT DUMMY

JPATS 103 LBS. TESTED/CERT. NON. INSTRUMENTED, REV A

JPATS 103 LBS W/JSF-SF81 HEAD, TESTED/CERT. NON. INSTRUMENTED, REV A

PREGNANT H3-5TH FEMALE DUMMY (MAMA2B)

SMALL ADPAT DUMMY

AEROSPACE 5TH PERCENTILE NEW GENERATION DUMMY NON-INST TESTED/CERTIFIED, REV A

JPATS 5TH PERCENTILE (JAPAN) NON-INST. TESTED CERTIFIED

JPATS 95th Percentile (Japan) Non-Inst. Tested Certified

AEROSPACE 95% NEW GENERATION TESTED/CERT. NON INSTR DUMMY

OCATD 5 DUMMY, (REV E)

OCATD 6 DUMMY, (REV C)

HARDSHELL, COMPLETE ASSEMBLY, OCCUFORM (REV C)

HELISAFE 50TH PERCENTILE MALE DUMMY TESTED/CERTIFIED, (REV A)

H3-10 YEAR OLD DUMMY NON-INSTR. TESTED/CERT, (REV E)

H3-10 YEAR OLD DUMMY - TESTED/CERT W/IRTRACC

Large Adam Dummy (FTSS) Prototype

HEAVY TRUCK ROLLOVER ATD, (REV A)

H3-50th Pedestrian (Jari)

HONDA POLAR II IDUMMY

ES2 HIGH MECHA DUMMY - INSTRUMENTED

ES2 HIGH MECHA DUMMY - INSTRUMENTED

H3-50TH PERCENTILE (IDUMMY) 6 AXIS NON-INSTR TEST/CERT, W/BBKS

H3-50TH IDUMMY - WITH 96 CHANNELS & BBKS

H3-50TH HIGH MECHA IDUMMY

H3-50TH HIGH MECHA IDUMMY - MECHANICAL ASSEMBLY ONLY

UPGRADE KIT - H3-50TH TO 50TH HIGH MECHA IDUMMY

H3-5TH FEMALE IDUMMY

H3-5TH FEMALE - HIGH MECHA DUMMY

SMALL ADAM DUMMY COMPLETE

LARGE ADAM DUMMY COMPLETE

H3-50TH, 6 AXIS NON-INSTR. TESTED/CERT., W/SUBMARINING PELVIS, INDUMMY DAS

H3-50TH, 6 AXIS NON-INSTR. TESTED/CERT., W/SUBMARINING PELVIS, INDUMMY DAS

H3-50TH MODIFIED FOR INTERNAL WIRED TESTED/CERTIFIED

HYBRID III 50TH PERCENTILE NON/INST. SIT/STAND 3 AXIS REV. A

HYBRID III 50TH PERCENTILE WITH SUBMARINING PELVIS

H3-50TH PERCENTILE 6 AXIS NON-INSTR TEST/CERT, REV-T

H3-50TH PERCENTILE 6 AXIS NON-INSTR TEST/CERT, REV-T, W/78051-66-02 LUMBAR SPINE

H3-50TH PERCENTILE 6 AXIS NON-INSTR TEST/CERT, REV-T, W/78051-66-03 LUMBAR SPINE

H3-50TH PERCENTILE 6 AXIS NON-INSTR., W/O HEAD/NECK/ARMS/LOWER LEGS

H3-50TH PERCENTILE 6 AXIS NON-INSTR TEST/CERT, REV-T, WITH ZIP’D LOWER LEG FLESH

H3-50TH 6-AXIS TESTED/CERT INSTRUMENTED & WIRED W/BALL KNEE & ZIPPER LEG RENAULT

H-3 50TH DUMMY 6AXIS W/O HEAD/NECK/L LEGS TEST/CERT

H3-50TH, 6 AXIS, NON-INSTR., TESTED/CERT, LESS POTENTIOMETER

H3-50TH PERCENTILE 6 AXIS, W/O LOWER ARMS, KNEES, LOWER LEGS

H3-50TH PERCENTILE 6 AXIS NON-INSTR TEST/CERT, REV-T, W/78051-66-01 LUMBAR SPINE

H3-50TH PERCENTILE 6 AXIS NON-INSTR TEST/CERT, PELVIS/THIGH/L LEGS W/ZIP’D FLESH

H3-50TH 6-AXIS NON INSTR. TESTED/CERT W/BALL KNEE AND EURO FOOT

H3-50TH 6-AXIS NON INSTR. T/C W/BALL BRG KNEE SLIDERS & ZIPPERED LOWER LEG FLESH

H3-50TH 6-AXIS NON INSTR TEST/CERT, BALL BRG KNEE SLIDERS & ZIP’D LOWER LEG FLESH

H3-50TH 6-AXIS NON INSTR. T/C W/BBKS,STD LOWER LEG FLESH & 78051-66-03 LUMBAR SP

H3-50TH, 6 AXIS NON INSTR. TESTED/CERT, W/78051-66-04 LUMBAR SPINE

H3-50TH, 6 AXIS NON INSTR. TESTED/CERT, W/78051-66-05 LUMBAR SPINE

H3-50TH, 6 AXIS NON INSTR. TESTED/CERT, W/78051-66-06 LUMBAR SPINE

H3-50TH, 6 AXIS NON INSTR. TESTED/CERT, W/78051-66-07 LUMBAR SPINE

H3-50TH, 6 AXIS NON INSTR. TESTED/CERT, W/78051-66-08 LUMBAR SPINE

H3-50TH, 6 AXIS NON INSTR. TESTED/CERT, W/78051-66-09 LUMBAR SPINE

H3-50TH, 6 AXIS NON INSTR. TESTED/CERT, W/78051-66-10 LUMBAR SPINE

H3-50TH, 6 AXIS NON INSTR. TESTED/CERT, W/78051-66-11 LUMBAR SPINE

H3-50TH, 6 AXIS NON INSTR. TESTED/CERT, W/78051-66-12 LUMBAR SPINE

H3-50TH, 6 AXIS NON INSTR. TESTED/CERT, W/78051-66-13 LUMBAR SPINE

H3-50TH, 6 AXIS NON INSTR. TESTED/CERT, W/78051-66-14 LUMBAR SPINE

H3-50TH, 6 AXIS NON INSTR. TESTED/CERT, W/78051-66-15 LUMBAR SPINE
P6 DUMMY PREPARED FOR INSTRUMENTATION LP1051-A
P10 COMPLETE DUMMY PERPARED FOR INSTRUMENTATION LP1052-A
Complete PO Dummy
GENERAL PURPOSE DUMMY 100 KG
GENERAL PURPOSE FLOATER DUMMY (DRY WEIGHT 37 KGS)
GENERAL PURPOSE DUMMY 50KG (110 LBS)
GENERAL PURPOSE DUMMY 54KG (120LBS)
GENERAL PURPOSE 55KG (121 LBS) DUMMY
GENERAL PURPOSE 100KG (220LBS) DUMMY
GENERAL PURPOSE DUMMY 70 KG
GENERAL PURPOSE DUMMY 73KG (161 POUNDS)
GENERAL PURPOSE DUMMY 75KG (165 LBS)
H3-50TH, GENERAL PURPOSE DUMMY 72-75 KG (MODIFIED)
GENERAL PURPOSE DUMMY 77KG (170 LBS)
GENERAL PURPOSE DUMMY 78KG (172 LBS) -50TH PERCENTILE
GENERAL PURPOSE DUMMY 78KG 50TH PERCENTILE, MODIFIED W/FRICION LOCKING JOINTS
80 KG STANDARD RESCUE DUMMY
GENERAL PURPOSE DUMMY 82KG (180LBS)
GENERAL PURPOSE DUMMY 90 KG
RESCUE DUMMY - 37KG BUOYANT VERSION, MASS INCREASES TO 57 KG WHEN WATER LOGGED
Cami Infant Dummy 17.5# 6 Month Old
Child Three Year Old Non/Inst.Tested/Cert. Rev-B
Three Year Old Child Non-Inst. Fiberglass Head REF(ATD-6150)
Three Year Old Child Non-Inst. Head Ref: (ATD-6150) (Rev.E)
Three Year Old Child Non-Inst. Type 3 Head/Neck (ATD-6254-A)
CHILD SIX YEAR OLD DUMMY NON/INST.TESTED/CERT. REV-H
Hybrid II 50th Percentile Non/Inst.Tested/Cert. Rev-A
H2-50TH w/Submarining Pelvis Tested & Certified Non-Inst.
Side Impact Dummy Non/Inst.Tested/Cert. Rev-D
Side Impact Dummy Instrumented/Comp. Tested/Cert
TNO-10 50TH PERCENTILE DUMMY FOR SEATBELT TESTING (LP1141-A)
WORLDSID 5TH PERCENTILE FEMALE ATD, TESTED AND CERTIFIED
WORLDSID 50TH DUMMY, REV F, NON-INSTRUMENTED
WORLDSID DUMMY - FTSS KIT (LESS LEGS) RIBS WITH SHORTER DAMPING MATERIAL
COMPLETE P 1-1/2 DUMMY NON/INSTRUMENTED (004-0003) TEST/CERT
TNO P 1 1/2 DUMMY, PREPARED FOR INSTRUMENTATION (004-0003)

Hybrid II - 50th Percentile Male
Hybrid III - 50th Percentile Male
Hybrid III - 95th Percentile Male
Hybrid III - 5th Percentile Female
Thor - 50th Percentile Male
Thor - 5th Percentile Female
BioSID (Side Impact Dummy)
SID (Side Impact Dummy)
SID-H III (SID dummy with a Hybrid III head and neck)
EuroSID-1
ES-2
ES-2re
WorldSID 50th
SID IIs
FAA-Hybrid III 50th Percentile Male
BioRID II (Rear Impact Dummy)
Polar pedestrian
HURD 116/ 132/ 202/ 212
FOCUS Head with instrumented facial features
Hybrid II - 3 year Old Child
Hybrid II - 6 year Old Child
Hybrid III - 3 Year Old Child
Hybrid III - 6 Year Old Child
CAMI and CAMI-N (New-born Infant Child)
CRABI (Child Restraint Airbag Interaction) 12 Month Old
Instrumented 2.5 kg infant dummy
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